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Abstract: Informal settlements i.e., slums emerge from the interplay of multidimensional factors related to urbanization and sustainability. While the contribution of urban factors is well understood, the role of external drivers, such as uncontrolled migration to urban areas, is rarely addressed in research or policy-making. This study develops a novel conceptualization of slums by reviewing the pushing and pulling factors of migration and their contribution to informal settlements through 1) a socio-ecological system approach and 2) the concept of adaptive capacity. Further, it advances the discussion around synergistic and coherent policy-making in the urban context by reviewing three urban agendas and further using water as a case with the concept of cross-cutting domains. We show that the emergence of urban challenges can, and should be, linked to the root causes of flows into urban areas. Understanding these linkages through a socio-ecological system framework opens a window for knowledge-based policy development and addressing the question of how to avoid unsustainable urban development. Urbanization is one of the phenomena where the excessive complexity and dimensions of problems should not hamper action but instead, actions should be encouraged and enabled with synergistic and integrative pathways for sustainable urban development.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of informal settlements i.e., slums is among the most apparent challenges in our rapidly urbanizing world. Despite the numerous slum upgrading attempts around the world, informal settlements remain a pervasive negative side-effect of urbanization: currently over half of urban population in lower income countries [1] and a total of 863 million people globally [2] accommodate in informal settlements. By definition, these inhabitants are exposed to numerous hazards and vulnerabilities given the extremely dense population and lack of secured tenure, safe and clean living environment, and access to the most basic services such as clean water, sanitation and health care [3,4]. Notably, these are all defined as universal human rights and included in United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, indicating severe deficiencies in sustainable development [5,6].

The drivers behind the emergence of informal settlements are manifold and interlinked to the complicated socio-economic-technical networks of urbanization and sustainability. The development of an informal settlement stems from both rapid population growth in poor urban areas and migration from rural to urban areas, which are massive trends in many parts of the world. In fact, poor urban settlements often function as “waiting rooms” for arriving migrants in low-income countries, [4,7–10].
Recent political unrest, uncertainties in global economies and diverging environmental extremes are adding weight to the global migration phenomena. Given these developments, we see that informal settlements are likely to be a seed for new human-related challenges.

Hence, there is an urgent need to comprehend the complex connection between rural-urban migration and unsustainable urban development, of which the growth of informal settlements can be seen as a good example. It is clear that urban issues are fed by interactions from the surrounding areas [11], highlighting the importance to step out of the “urban box” and extend the boundaries of analyses, both thematically and spatially. Moreover, despite studies discovering the pushing and pulling factors of migration in isolation, they have rarely taken a stand on the sustainability of migration nor have they questioned where migrants end up and why. Further, even though migration may function as an adaptation method against vulnerabilities, people are as likely to migrate into vulnerable environments (such as informal settlements) [12]. These issues cripple policy-making and practitioners face immense challenges in coping and mitigating the accelerating rural-urban migration and subsequent growing informal settlements in many parts of the world. For instance, despite global development agendas, such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the New Urban Agenda (NUA) point out slum upgrading and comprehensiveness as focal points of sustainable development [13,14], it remains unclear how migration and the emergence of informal settlements are coupled in these agendas.

On these grounds, we argue that it is de rigueur to create approaches that systemically conceptualize the emergence of informal settlements as part of a larger system and assist multilevel policy-making in “connecting the dots” between different sectors contributing to urban issues. This study aims to extend the knowledge on these fronts through two objectives.

Firstly, we produce a novel conceptualization from the viewpoint of complex socio-ecological systems (SES), and the concept of adaptive capacity (AC) (See Materials and Methods). We hypothesize that the emergence of informal settlements manifests low AC across the root causes of migration. Further, we assume that AC, and the lack thereof, reflect rural and urban conditions that push people to migrate and simultaneously pull migrants to settle in informal areas. Our conceptualization is based on a narrative literature review following our hypothesis. We classify pushing and pulling factors as generic or specific capacities and explore their interplay as a driver behind informal settlements.

Secondly, we scrutinize the status quo and needs of improvement for urban development agendas in terms of systemic policy-making. We review three central initiatives by United Nations (UN) to assess the status quo of urban agendas (New Urban Agenda (NUA), New Urban Policies (NUP), and Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)) in terms of systemic and sustainable policy-making. For improving systemic and coherent urban policy-making, we propose the adoption of cross-cutting domains. Water sector is presented as an example of one cross-cutting domain through the systematic “in All Policies” approach [15] (See Materials and Methods). Water is a cross-cutting factor and thus useful for sustainable development (such as migration) as it is fundamental to sustainability of key life-supporting functions and human survival and well-being [16]. Additionally, water has a critical role in supporting other development dimensions, such as equality, health, and inclusive cities [17]. The water sector has a critical cross-cutting role in sustainability and similar problematics regarding multi-dimensionality and complexity [18].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Narrative Literature Review

We analyze scientific literature, including peer-reviewed articles and handbooks, as well as reports, policy documents and working papers acquired through search engines and scientific databases such as Scopus, Web of Science and Google Scholar. Furthermore, an online search was conducted to identify relevant literature regarding urban and development policies and integrated governance approaches.
The selection of surveyed publications showed that there are no studies approaching slums according to our hypothesis of adaptive capacity. Thus, rather than producing a quantitative meta-analysis, we aim to comprehend and reorganize current literature regarding complex urban human-nature systems and the drivers behind slums. To produce the conceptualization, we conduct an unsystematic narrative review, which is used to produce concise overviews of topics and to encourage discussion among readers [19]. Our review classifies pushing and pulling factors as generic or specific capacities and explored their interplay as a driver behind informal settlements.

2.2. Theoretical Framework: Socio-Ecological Systems

We base our approach on the concepts of complex socio-ecological urban systems (SES) and adaptive capacity (AC) [20–24]. SES is one of the most popular analytical approaches to complex systems in climate change, global environmental change and sustainability scholarships, as it provides a framework for exploring the interplay of social, political, economic and environmental factors within societal and ecological subsystems [20–23,25,26]. According to SES, urban areas emerge from the interaction between socio-economic-technical and ecological subsystems, and metabolism of resources, energy, policies and institutions [20–24,27–32]. Here, we adopt SES for a rural-urban context. Our approach is framed by rural and urban dimensions, including socio-economic and ecological subsystems, connected by rural-urban migration as the key interaction.

The sustainability of these interactions depends on adaptive capacity (AC) [33]. In general, AC can be seen as a link between the concepts of resilience and vulnerability and respective social and environmental dimensions of coupled human-nature systems [24]. Smit and Wandel [34] include adaptive capacity in “broader forces, drivers or determinants”, which outline system vulnerability [34,35]. According to Eakin et al., the concept of AC can be framed as the interplay of general and specific capacities, i.e., the “basic human development needs” and skills that are vital for coping with known hazards (Figure 1) [33]. This further reflects the balance between social and environmental dimensions of socio-ecological systems [24]. Generic and specific capacities can be identified at both system-levels representing “broader societal institutional arrangements”, such as governance and fundamental human development, and individual level, in terms of education or health, for instance [33] (Figure 1). The society-individual division is needed to assess cross-scale interaction and to create more detailed information for policy and practice [33]. The concept provides a prominent platform for hypothesizing that the emergence of informal settlements manifests low adaptive capacity across the root causes of migration. We hypothesize that the interplay of different generic and specific capacities, and the lack thereof, reflect individual and system-level rural and urban conditions which push people to migrate, yet on the other hand pulls migrants to settle in informal areas.

2.3. Water in All Policies

The water sector has experienced the need to develop various integrative and systemic approaches for policy-making in order to synchronize across different socio-economic and environmental sectors related to water (see e.g., Lenton and Muller [36] and Hoff [37]). In addition to the importance of its own, it is also part of various other sectors, such as environment, health, and infrastructure [15]. We chose the “in all policies”, one of the most influential integrative management approach [15], to provide a prominent framework for creating systemic policies by screening all relevant sectors and components through a selected thematic “lens”, such as health, energy or water [15,38,39]. We see that such approach has great potential for knowledge-based policy development. The World Health Organization (WHO) has used “Health in All Policies” approach for coherent framework to be adapted at several scales of decision-making from national to supranational [40]. The approach improves accountability of policymakers at all levels, concentrating on both the lens-related determinants and consequences [40]. Here the “Water in All Policies” approach will utilize the matrix approach of general
and specific together with individual and system-level capacities to explore the role and potential of water in sustainable migration and urban development (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Examples of generic and specific capacities at individual and system levels. Adopted from Eakin et al. [33].

3. Informal Settlements as a Manifestation of Low Adaptive Capacity in SES

Rural outmigration is oftentimes framed in biasedly as an effective adaptation method for tackling many rural deficiencies that push people to move [12]. While this angle of literature examines migration as a manifestation of high individual capability, it neglects the paradoxality of such adaptation pathway: migration to urban centers might function as an adaptation method against socio-economic and environmental deprivation in rural areas, yet in Asia and Africa, many rural people looking for better life prospects end up in poor and vulnerable urban areas [41,42].

The sustainability of rural-urban migration as an adaptation pathway depends on the combination of generic and specific capacities embedded in the system [33] (Figure 1). In this section, we conceptualize the connection between rural-urban migration and the emergence of slums based on our hypothesis. We argue that low adaptive capacity across the root causes of migration, i.e., the interplay of different generic and specific capacities, and the lack thereof, reflect rural and urban conditions, which push people to migrate, yet on the other hand pulls migrants to settle in informal areas (Figure 2). Generic and specific capacities illustrate the elements of human development as well as specific skills required in a certain context at individual and system levels (Figure 1). The imbalance within the interplay of these capacities produces unsustainable outcomes, such as safety paradoxes and poverty traps (Figure 3), which manifest many characteristics of vulnerable informal settlements.
3.3. Balance within Adaptive Capacity

We note that a balance between specific and generic capacities in a hypothesized rural-urban system is key when pursuing sustainable development and coping with particular risks at the same time (Figure 3). While migration is often framed as an adaptation method, we argue, it is sustainable only when the capacity for both human development and risk strategies is sufficiently high (Sustainable Adaptation in Figure 3).

For instance, in case where generic capacity is low, we can see that migration reflects a specific individual adaptation strategy against low generic development level in rural areas. However, low generic capacity of the destination area produces high risk migration into informal settlements due to a mismatch between rural expectations and urban reality (Safety First in Figure 3). In other words, people move when the gains of moving exceeds the ones of staying [59]. Migration into vulnerable

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the emergence of informal settlements as a manifestation of low adaptive capacity within a rural-urban SES. The left and right sides of the outmost circle represent factors of generic capacities as rural push and urban pull. The middle circle illustrates the lack of specific capacities required to address vulnerabilities in the outmost circle.

3.1. Generic Capacities

Based on the literature, we can synthesize that many pushing and pulling factors of migration reflect a rural-urban gap regarding the level of sustainable development (Figure 2). Pushing factors portray rural vulnerability, caused by the lack of generic individual and system-level capacities. Rural-urban gap regarding income, level of health care, education and provision of basic services [33,34,43] as well as availability of vacancies are widely known as two of the prime root causes behind migration [44–47]. Industrialization [48,49], mechanization of agriculture [45] and the overall shift from agrarian to manufacturing and export industry, especially in the low-income countries in Asia and Africa [45,50] has widened the rural-urban income-gap.

On the urban side, pulling factors reflect higher prospected resilience and generic capacity including better prospects for education, health care, employment and higher wages (Figure 2) [50,51]. However, it is typical that destination areas have low system-level generic capacity to provide jobs and education required in the formal job markets [52]. Uneducated individuals from rural areas are under a risk of not finding suitable formal employment or education [53], and hence under a risk of marginalization and getting trapped in urban vulnerability. The rural-urban gap is further exacerbated
and maintained by weak regional planning over the rural-urban continuum, weakening linkages and inter-connections between these areas [54].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Capacity: Human Development Needs</th>
<th>Migration into slums</th>
<th>Sustainable migration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>“Safe development paradox”</td>
<td>“Sustainable adaptation”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- High general assets</td>
<td>- High general assets (education, income level, health care; both individual and system level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- “Safe” development plans</td>
<td>- High risk management capacity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Low capacity for risk management</td>
<td>- Balance between short-term and long-term development (both individuals and system-level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Increased local vulnerabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>“Poverty trap”</td>
<td>“Safety first”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Chronic vulnerability</td>
<td>- Poor general assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Low human development</td>
<td>- Short-term security prioritized over long-term development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inability to cope with chronic</td>
<td>- Weak government level support to build generic capacities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vulnerability or acute stress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(both individual and system-level)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapped populations in poor rural and</td>
<td>Migration into slums</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urban areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Specific Capacity: Coping with known hazards</td>
<td>High Specific Capacity: Coping with known hazards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Capacities matrix illustrates the interplay of generic and specific capacities. Each quadrant illustrates one possible migration outcome. Matrix modified from Eakin et al. [33].

3.2. Specific Capacities

Specific capacities illustrate skills and tools for human to cope with particular challenges (Figure 1). On the pushing side, use of social connections and first-hand information on employment and accommodation opportunities are pivotal specific individual skills that shape migration-decisions [50,51]. Furthermore, climate forecasting, livelihood diversification and building of protective infrastructure are examples of specific strategies that are vital for coping with short and long-term environmental hazards, which may lead to migration [55].

On the urban side, low specific system-wide capacity of urban government for “strategic planning and intervention” and complex multi-sectoral development regarding in-migration challenge sustainability in rapidly growing cities [56,57]. Specifically, the “competence, capacity and accountability” of a government to manage sudden and unpredictable flows of migration has more impact on the growth of informal settlements than urban population growth and migration, per se [9,58]. Meanwhile, many specific institutional and legislative frameworks, such as “no forced eviction policies”, proposed by national and local governments exclude informal settlements, exacerbating vulnerability and marginalization [3].

3.3. Balance within Adaptive Capacity

We note that a balance between specific and generic capacities in a hypothesized rural-urban system is key when pursuing sustainable development and coping with particular risks at the same
time (Figure 3). While migration is often framed as an adaptation method, we argue, it is sustainable only when the capacity for both human development and risk strategies is sufficiently high (Sustainable Adaptation in Figure 3).

For instance, in case where generic capacity is low, we can see that migration reflects a specific individual adaptation strategy against low generic development level in rural areas. However, low generic capacity of the destination area produces high risk migration into informal settlements due to a mismatch between rural expectations and urban reality (Safety First in Figure 3). In other words, people move when the gains of moving exceeds the ones of staying [59]. Migration into vulnerable urban areas can reflect decision-making patterns in which hopes for high gains are coupled with unknown outcomes and probability for high losses [59–61].

Another example of the rural-urban mismatch is represented by the “safe development paradox” (Figure 3) in which low system-level specific capacity to absorb arriving migrants depresses the high assets of migrants. We see that these two adaptation pathways highlight the importance to balance between individual and system-level capacities. The dynamics behind “poverty traps” (Figure 3) portrays an example of a vicious cycle in which general vulnerability from individual to system level is maintained by low human development and the ability to cope with specific stressors.

4. Towards Systemic Urban Policy-Making

4.1. Connecting Informal Settlements and Migration Through Adaptive Capacity

The growth of cities and their informal urban settlements are increasingly acknowledged as hot spots in global urban agendas. However, urban policies are criticized for missing the big picture and systemic view to urban issues [53]. Despite the fact that the proportion of global urban slum population decreased from 28.4% to 22.8% from 2000 to 2014, the actual number of people living in slums increased by 76 million [62]. We see that the UN is a global actor leading the discussion on the rising development problems, and taking actions to tackle these key challenges facing humanity. Therefore, we review next the UN’s central development initiatives. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) include urban development as a piece of the complex puzzle of sustainability [13], whereas New Urban Agenda (NUA) concentrates on sustainable urbanization [14]. Finally, New Urban Policies (NUP) is a national level attempt for sustainability in urbanization and migration [42].

Agenda 2030 and SDGs are an ensemble of 17 overarching goals and 169 targets that succeeds the UN’s Millennium Development Goals (2000–2015), aiming to transform people, the planet and prosperity to sustainability by 2030 [62]. The SDGs are balancing multiple dimensions of sustainable development, all of which should be considered in studies of various actors’ dynamics [63]. The urban goal SDG11 is focused to “make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable” [13,14,42]. Most of its ten targets, including one solely focused on slums, reflect the lack of generic capacities associated with urban challenges.

The New Urban Agenda recognizes the leading role of national governments in achieving their main goal of sustainable cities and human settlements for all [14]. Complementing the SDGs, NUA recognizes slums and informal settlements in the centre of complex urban issues, and considers slum upgrading programmes the predominant approach for enhancing the lives of slums dwellers in cities [14]. The slum upgrading and prevention programmes address a range of slum-related generic capacities as we conceptualized in the previous section. To create strategic interventions for managing sudden and unpredictable flows of migration [9,56–58], the agenda aims to incorporate systemic approaches for tackling urban challenges by proposing a paradigm shift towards a more holistic view on urban issues. Understanding the “fundamental drivers of change … with strategies that go beyond physical and environmental improvements … into social, economic, cultural and political dimensions” [14] are considered as means for such transformation.

NUA identifies NUP as one of the key tenets for achieving sustainability [14]. NUPs complement the sub-national urban policies through promoted “urban-rural partnership” and regional planning [54],
and further aim to support governments to implement and monitor global agendas [42]. In line with the SDGs and NUA, informal settlements are acknowledged as central issues also in NUPs in many low-income countries [42]. These challenges are addressed by prioritizing human development through in-situ upgrading, which is considered the current “best practice” to tackle with slums [64]. NUPs also identify rapid urbanization. The related growth of informal settlements is featured as a key challenge in Asia, the Pacific, and in the Arab States [42].

While the need for holistic approaches is acknowledged and promoted in all three initiatives (Table 1), the inclusion of slums in the formal urban and rural-urban pattern appears to be missing on practical level. While the SDG11 targets cover a range of generic urban development challenges, we note that little emphasis is given for specific strategies on how to cope with emerging urban challenges. Accordingly, the NUA has been criticized for providing guidance on how to treat the adverse effects of urbanization, but not to how to avoid them [65,66]; the NUPs appear to lack a systemic approach to connect rural and urban areas: despite rural poverty being identified as one of the root causes for accelerated rural-urban migration and growth of slums in Africa, it is not addressed as an urban policy priority in the NUPs [42].

Table 1. Elements of generic and specific capacities related to informal settlements in the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals), NUA (New Urban Agenda) and NUPs (New Urban Policies).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDGs</th>
<th>NUA</th>
<th>NUPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systemic view</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Resilient and sustainable cities”</td>
<td>A paradigm shift towards a more holistic view on urban issues</td>
<td>Rapid urbanization and the related growth of informal settlements as the key challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance between the dimensions of sustainable development</td>
<td>Understanding the “fundamental drivers of change”</td>
<td>Rural poverty identified as a dominant factor pushing rapid urbanization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster sustainable rural-urban linkages and regional planning (11.A)</td>
<td>Creating integration, coherence and predictability in urban governance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generic capacities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slum upgrading, access to adequate housing, basic services and transportation (targets 11.1, 11.2)</td>
<td>Slum upgrading and prevention programmes: security of tenure, lack of infrastructure, basic services and poor-quality housing</td>
<td>In-situ upgrading: “best practice” to tackle with slums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent human settlement planning (11.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Urban housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity of built environment (11.4, 11.7, 11.8, 11.C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Provision of basic services and infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific capacities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster risk reduction strategies (11.6, 11.B)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty reduction and job creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Land management [42]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indeed, overemphasizing upgrading as the dominant policy can be problematic. Despite evidence showing that the upgrading efforts have improved the day-to-day life of slum dwellers through secured tenure [67], participatory urban governance and empowerment [68] and investments in infrastructure [69], Archer [67] and Minnery et al. [70] conclude that the upgrading programs are feasible for a short-term physical uplift, while failing at pro-active long-term planning. Informal settlements and the preceding causes are rarely included in the discourse underlining the need to develop for more holistic approaches that connect different institutional and spatial scales [4,13,29,54,70,71].

As we showed above, balance and synergies between different individual and system-wide generic and specific capacities are needed to pro-actively cope with acute emerging issues (such as rapid migration and the emergence of slums), alongside the chronic problem of overall sustainable development (Figure 3). We note that in their current state, urban initiatives emphasize generic capacities over specific ones, possibly causing “political inactivity, where local authorities tend to react to rhetoric rather than make meaningful responses” [31,53].

We argue that urban initiatives should promote human development in rural areas in order to slow down migration fluxes caused by urban primacy and prolonged rural-urban divide in terms of socio-economic development [50,72]. System-level capacity for regional planning and urban
governance, especially, is pivotal in order to close the rural-urban gap (Figures 2 and 3). Moreover, in our view, system-level (e.g., governance) generic capacity should be highlighted in order to create specific coping strategies for in-migration, in order to prevent developments in which urban policies restrict migration by providing poor living conditions [73], and hence exacerbating the adverse effects instead of curbing them [9].

4.2. Leverage of Cross-Cutting Domains for Sustainable Rural-Urban Dynamics: “Water in All Policies”

Based on our review, it is evident that effective policy-making and sustainable urbanization desperately needs tools for systemic understanding the phenomenon. Policy-integration and creation of inter-sectoral synergies, i.e., the key elements of “governance for sustainability” [74], urgently call for novel and practical tools. The “in All Policies” approach presents one popular example in which so-called cross-cutting domains are used to screen public policies through a selected “lens” in order to achieve coherent policy integration [38]. For instance, the generic and specific capacities identified in our approach adhere to multiple fields of public policy such as natural resources management, education and health (Figure 2), which all share common nominators through which all fields can simultaneously be improved.

The “Water in All Policies” [15] approach uses water as the lens, given its imperative role in the sustainability and resilience of human-nature systems [75–77]. We propose the “water lens” approach for identifying leverage points for more synergistic and holistic urban policy-making, given that water-related vulnerabilities frame migration and the growth of informal settlements.

In Cambodia, water plays a central role in inducing rapid yet latent and unsustainable migration flows from rural Tonle Sap towards urban Phnom Penh [78]. In general, the environmental push factors of migration appear commonly as quantitative and qualitative water shortages, such as droughts and degradation, affecting crop productivity, agricultural practices, employment and rural income [12, 79–81]. In Tonle Sap, sustainable management of local water resources is crucial in sustaining the pillars of SES, e.g., the ecosystem services, food security, traditional livelihoods and rural adaptive capacity [78, 82–84]. In Mexico, prolonged droughts to be a primary driver for rural-urban migration [85], whereas sudden water extremes such as storms and floods are expected to be increasingly important drivers globally [58, 86]. Drawing on both cases, we see that improved water management strategies would leverage not only decreased environmental vulnerability but also build multiple generic and specific socio-economic capacities, such as employment, which complement many environmental vulnerabilities as primary drivers for migration [50].

In the urban context, functioning water infrastructure, management schemes and prospects for higher adaptive capacity and resilience to hazards can function as attractions in urban areas [50, 87]. However, many rapidly growing cities manifest low capacity and the lack of political will to adjust infrastructure according to growth. Indeed, good urban water management, including both physical and social water infrastructure, is simply one of the biggest challenges of the urbanizing world in the future [88] and it is generally agreed that the urban poor face multiple social vulnerabilities attached to water: vector-born diseases [89] and serious flood hazards [90] are among the most typical examples. In our view, urban water management has leverage to improve living conditions towards higher socio-economic sustainability, and vice versa.

For instance, in Phnom Penh, slum dwellers employed in the informal, low-skilled jobs were exposed to higher vulnerabilities caused by floods hazards, compared to those who were employed formally [90]. Meanwhile in Jakarta, Indonesia, low socio-economic development has resulted in reduced capacity of some slum dwellers to afford clean water or the knowledge about piped water quality [91]. While physical water infrastructure is one key element of the adaptive capacity in urban areas, we see that also “software” related to water infrastructure must be strengthened through socio-economic development.

To conclude, we see that screening public policies through water lens has high potential in identifying leverage points, as well as conflicts between institutional interests and respective outcomes.
in terms of rural and urban areas and policy coherence. The last-mentioned are pivotal in building adaptive capacity and resilience across the multiple dimensions of the social-ecological systems [2,92,93].

5. Ways Forward

5.1. From Adaptive Capacity to Mitigative Capacity?

We have provided new insights into the challenge of informal settlements by identifying the components of rural-urban migration through the concept of adaptive capacity. Both generic and specific capacities materialize as crucial components behind the pushing and pulling factors of migration, as well as the outcomes and challenges of urbanization (Figures 2 and 3). We accord with recent literature, which suggest that among other challenges of urbanization, slums appear as a result of complex networks within and beyond urban areas, appointing numerous challenges for urban research and governance [29,53,56,94]. However, hitherto the urban challenges, such as the emergence of slums, have been studied mainly without considering the rural links to urbanization. We concur with previous research suggesting that system approaches are applicable to urban issues, given that they allow considering the non-linear dynamics of urbanization, and more importantly the sustainability of the system. While Eakin et al. [33] approached adaptive capacity from a climate adaptation perspective, it is clear that high generic and specific capacities across multiple organizational and individual levels in both rural and urban areas are a prerequisite for sustainable rural-urban migration. However, there are some limitations to this framework, which should be discussed.

Firstly, while socio-ecological approach is ideal for studying the linkages between social and ecological dimensions of complex urban systems, it gives little emphasis on technology and infrastructure, as well as other built environment, which are vital to the adaptive capacity and resilience of a SES [32,95]. Our study shows that development of technologies and infrastructure across the rural-urban transition is highly important in terms of building generic and further specific capacities. Development of skills is directly proportional to education and training in individual and organizational dimensions, while competence of a region can be enhanced by robust societal and physical infrastructure and governance. For instance, together with good managerial capacity, adequate infrastructure is needed to lift an economy from secondary to tertiary level [50] typically yielding positive socio-economic impacts through improved income and provision of basic services as we showed above. Thus, including social-technological networks in the future studies of complex urban systems is of primary importance.

Secondly, although adaptive capacity provides a feasible concept for exploring the sustainability of a rural-urban system, overemphasizing adaptiveness in terms of urbanization may be problematic. As a concept, adaptive capacity emerges from the fields of biology and ecology, which see adaptation as a reactive response to shocks and hazards [24]. This may reinforce the reactive responses to build physical and social capacity in vulnerable areas, while pro-active measures to mitigate and avoid the potential adverse effects of urbanization are largely absent in urban context. This is remarkable because urban social-ecological systems entail a strong social dimension that should reflect proactive and conscious actors, unlike the ecological dimension which reflects naturally more reactive and passive agents.

In fact, to shift the discussion from adaptation to mitigation, climate change scholarship has established the concept of mitigative capacity which depicts the ability to reduce emissions [92,96]. However, in low-income countries, pro-active and integrative policies are rare, especially due to political inability and unwillingness [74,96]. This implies the need for systematic capacity building by governments in order for mainstream mitigation to be made a policy priority for sustainable urbanization. Moreover, sustainable implementation of any policy, be it reactive or pro-active by nature, requires strong individual and communal capacity. For instance, sufficient education is a prerequisite for both adaptation and mitigation at the grassroots. Finally, while adaptation is essential
for coping with the myriad of existing urban challenges, urban research and policy-making should adopt the concept of mitigative capacity more systematically in order to reduce future challenges.

5.2. Insights from the Water Sector

Even though water has been identified as one of the most important challenges of urbanizing world [88], the role of water in the sustainability of a rural-urban SES has not been studied systemically. In this review, we put forward the discussion around systemic policy-making in sustainable urban development by exploring the potential of one critical cross-cutting domain, water. Our analysis showed that the diverging ecological and social facets of water appears as key elements under most pushing and pulling factors, and can function as a catalyst or restriction behind the social and physical capacities that contribute to the outcomes of migration.

Indeed, water is acknowledged as a key element in multiple fields of public policy, which govern the conditions for sustainable migration. Level of overall human development [18,97], rural development and agriculture [98,99], urban development and water management [88] are few of the many examples. We argue that underpinning healthy and sustainable water system as a policy priority and common objective in all policies within a rural-urban SES has potential not only in fostering development in rural and urban areas in their own right, but also in creating pro-active policy synergies and coherence regarding urban challenges.

Kemp et al. [74] suggest that along with commonly set objectives, mutually agreed indicators are essential for measuring progress in terms of sustainability. Currently, the SDGs are the most popular set of global indicators for sustainability, including urban sustainability (SDG11) [13]. However, our synthesis shows that the goals do not intrinsically draw a systemic view of urban sustainability and the root causes behind the challenges. SDGs have also been criticized for being too many (17 goals and 169 targets) and thus unwieldy to monitor [98,100], and further for relying too much on an optimistic spirit [101]. In fact, Nilsson et al. [102] also highlight the need to “map the interactions between Sustainable Development Goals” in order to identify synergies and trade-offs between the goals.

We agree with Nilsson et al. [102] and a concurrent analogy suggesting that in order to measure sustainability holistically, the SDGs should be seen as a Rubik’s cube: to solve the puzzle, one needs to consider all corners and faces [103]. Here the use of the “in all policies” approach has high potential, drawing attention from individual goals to wider interlinked systems. In this puzzle, the urban goal is only one of the many pieces, which depend on each other. Social development, energy production, sustainable ecosystem, migration and slum dwellers are interdependent through complex networks within complex social-ecological systems, as we have shown. Cross-cutting goals, including water, may provide a feasible tool for identifying synergies in the puzzle. For instance, Pradhan et al. [104] and McCollum et al. [39] show that poverty reduction and health, affordable and green energy and water and sanitation are the keys for achieving the majority of other SDGs, while the United Nations [97] acknowledges the SDG6 as a prerequisite for solving all other goals. Clearly, water provides one bridge over the gap between social and ecological subsystems by connecting many physical and social elements, such as infrastructure, gender equality and basic education [105]. These findings support the idea of leveraging cross-cutting domains for holistic urban policies and sustainable outcomes.

6. Conclusions

Urbanization is a phenomenon where the excessive complexity and dimension of problems should not hamper action but instead, actions should be encouraged and enabled with synergistic and integrative pathways for urban sustainability. This overview has provided a novel conceptualization of slums by incorporating a socio-ecological system framework with an emphasis on adaptive capacity. Further, it has advanced the discussion around synergistic and coherent policy-making in the urban context by exploring the concept of cross-cutting domains.

Firstly, this study shows that while current literature frames migration to urban areas as an efficient adaptation method for multiple socio-ecological deficiencies in rural development, the sustainability of
such adaptation pathways has not been studied sufficiently. We highlight that exploring the interplay of different components of adaptive capacity is feasible for conceptualizing such a multi-dimensional phenomenon. Moreover, social-technical networks, including physical built environments, should be consciously underlined: while SES is applicable for analysis of complex urban systems, it does not naturally emphasize the importance of a physical built environment, which is crucial to urban development and adaptive capacity. More case-specific studies are needed in order to illustrate the variety and sensitivity of the studied problematics in policy-making and practice.

Secondly, we emphasize that mitigation and pro-active strategies should be highlighted in urban agendas and policies in order to reduce the emergence of urban challenges. We show that cross-cutting domains may provide prominent tools to identify synergies and causalities between the social and ecological dimensions, yielding important consolidating possibilities and leveraging pro-active policy design and implementation. The role and value of the cross-cutting domains of complex rural-urban systems should be further investigated and discussed among researchers and practitioners.
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